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ere eon .eradlee, 'executive editor 
The eaehiedtoe feet 
1150 15 at., ee 
eashineton, e.e. 20005 

eear er. Bradlee, 

eccause n intent in not publicity but to inepire -.1ajor-media thenkine about the 
subject:, 1 write yeu rather than "the editor" about thie eornine's piece by ehelip idcOombs. 
It deals seriously end reeponeibly with a maeor problem. But entirely inadequately. 

I hold the traditioeal opinion about the skulotity of sources. do not believe it 
applies in the Bremer case. I do believe other and importane consideration:: do. Ibo source 
is protected by withholding outtakes. hor is any prosecution need served in adeine for 
them unless it has in mind more than convioting Bremer or prejudicing  the jury. Probative 
witnesses without end are available. The quotes from Beall are persuasive: "we don't need 
'ep." ehy aek for them, then? 

eith the questions raised in your own excellent reporting alone, however, there can 
be Ieeitimate reaeon for police examination of all film. Improbable as it seems, there 
remains the possibility that Bremer wee not the loneeadvertised-for lone nut. he seems 
to have seent much eore money than can be attributed to his income. n search of all film 
for the appeesente of another person would seem to be a legitimate and obvious and proper 
police responsibility. Yet eeall openly disavows the need or intent. 

There is also the air-typical kexcept in as -assinatione) very bad work by the ?ea, the 
more obvious illustrations beging delay in reaching the Brower apartment, failure to pro-
tect what was not taeen, failure to take what ehoule have been, end the oven sore iacredi-
ble failure to seek a 9mm pietol when shells for it were in that apartment - and left for 
curiosity-seekers to steal. Jo, a desire to protect the PU tins thoee eho failed to snot 
the omnipresent eremer might be a purpose of seeking the film that is not necessary to 
obtaining a conviction. 

There are precedents. To ey knoeledge, the Pei obtained from non-prese sources two reels 
of amateur file of Oswald being arrested while leafletting in eew Orleans.- The Warren Com-
mission was never told of the existence of this film in one case and in neither case was it 
told the jI had the film. In neither case is the film in the eational Archives. 'a both 
eases, under an executive order of 10/31/66 it is required to be. Ramsey elark promuleated 
it before his confirmation. I have been told by the oeners of both reels that the 1.51 ret-
urned edited copies. I have one.Pagalleline thie is what happened toeeelj-TV's footage 
when it paused into of 	hands. Jame of what existed prior to official poeeeseion no 
lender exists. Moreover, the film no longer meets the official, not eDeUls, description 
of it. end aside from the confirmation I have from efeeU and an advertising and public-
relations man that he was in it before it was surrendered, I can establish from official 
reports in ny poeeession what was eliminated: another man with Oswald, keadeition  to the 
one officially acknowledged, identified and ineerviewed. A total of 17 stills were made 
for the 6overnmcnt from thie footage. I have J.1. reports stating; the reportine eeents 
allowed as many as six of these at one time to interviewed eitneeses. Two only are in the 
Itatioaul Archives or referred to in the .inrrea ;()i.adsion he aria: an, report. 
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If you doubt any of this, will be happy to shoe you the eel and eecret .service 
reports, the deeli and the private film, conies of which were eaee available to ee by the 
owners, aae the official description it took much effort an the tereat of suit to set. 

ehy ehould anyone be edited out of any assassination footage, noX eatter how indirect 
the relationship to the crime mieht be? Any Oswald associate was not relevant to any decent 
investigation? Failure to locate him should be hideene eocatine him made impossible? 

So, although your reporter had no reason to suspect it, there are other reasons for 
the TV stations not to surrender their footage to the VeI. One is the mysterious disap-
pearance of parts of the film, for which there is precedent, end another is misuse. The 
best example of the second point is the eapruder fib, no copy of which today is complete. 
LIFE gave the government copies of Zapruder's film ieee4iately. but all copies el  imenate 
at least 310,-,  that is in the margin, between the sprocket holes. And eliele original has 
been edited. :Frames are missing, more than I brought to light in my first book. (lf you 
want the proof, I wil. shoo it to you.) eeenwhile, there is an official interpretation 
of the evidence of this film and nobody can make any kind of meaningful private study to 
contest it. The commisaion'a lawyers were careful to as for stills of only some of the 
frames of the original, which does show the exposed film that is masked in copying. They 
then failed to print 9 of these, pretending a typographical error. (You would know if you 
were as familiar with my writing as you have sugyoted, for I also smoked these missing 
9 frames out by exposure, but that doesn't get them printed in the Warren hearings, does 
it? Arlen Specter said they had to and including the frame numbered 334, but it was really 
to and including 343.) end in those frames that are printed, crucial ones, the two after 
the fatal shot, are reversed. The result is that study of thee printed stills show the 
epeoeite on the direction of movement. hoover, hoeever, assured us not to worry because 
after the earrea coacluelons were reached and published, the still; wore returned to their 
proper order - in dead storage! 

Insofar as he coulee  eceombs fairly states a serious problem. he could not state it 
fully. There nay be considerations of which I am unaware. 

I do not think that such film as is involved in the Bremer case can be compared 
with a printed-press reporter's need and right to protect his aources. I do think the 
pence should be in a position to conduct the best investigation possible, whether or 
not they will, when there is no legitimate need for confidentiality. Yet thin can in-
volve another right eccombs did not mention, a property right. This film, whether or not 
aired, is a property and it can have value. Use by the police can destroy that value 
as an exclusive right of the owner. 

Of one thing I am sure: original footage ought never be surrendered to the 'BI. 
They,have a special memory hole for film from which I have been able to retrieve but little. 

I am not anti-police or anti-YeI. I am anti-abuse of police power, anti-dishonesty. 
es far back as the mid-30a I worked closely with the Fel. And as recently as two days ago 
I was visited by two non from a local (not Frederick) police intelligence unit with which 
I work and to which i have even some significant intelligence from a confidential source 
whose permission 1 had. in confidence you, too, can see soue of it. It is inside stuff 
from the "Inutemen, ell their secret and rather professional data on bomb-making, booby-
trapeeng - even their cleim to having caused the famous eilkerson bombing and how they 
arranges it. So, there are legitimate police interests it is no cifiticiam of ecCombsor 
the Post to say are sot indicated in his story. These are the interests of all of society. 

If I can't and don't pretend to know all the questions or to have all the answers, 
1 do believe tee issues are much eore complex than I have ever seen stated. There should 
be some trine of answer. But it should not include the surrender o(•al  e; rights. If I no 
not believe this is involved in the eremer case, I do believe it e an issue that at eoee 
point must be faced and resolved. 

This letter does sot require eel answer and e do not oepect one. 

eincerely, 
parole ,eiebere 


